
Chapter 1
<< Kazuma >>

Well, now I'm stuck with a useless goddess and wait woah. LOOK AT THESE AWESOME
CLOTHES I GOT!

Kazuma looks down at his clothes but something about them seems a little off
to the goddess who notices what they actually are and lets out a loud laugh
that even the higher nobles hear in the castle.

<< Elizabeth >>

Whew I'm sorry that was just a site to see you are wearing everyday normal
peasant clothes but wait HUH??!!

Elizabeth checks the stats of his clothes and believe it or not the hero has the
strongest power that anyone has ever wielded in the country of Lambodia.

<< Kazuma >>

Hey, don't be jealous because you didn't get these awesome clothes I did,
maybe if we get enough money or whatever the currency in this world is I'll
buy you an even better dress than those rags you have on.

<< Elizabeth >>

No, I don't think you understand. Ok, let me give you a little tutorial to check
your stats just say "OPEN STATUS" and check what you are wearing.

The hero does as the goddess says and looks down it reads DEF 3,001 ATK
+50% VIT +70% when health drops below 20 and SPECIAL ABILITY:
REVERSE.



<< Kazuma >>

Woah my stats are pretty high but what is a "REVERSE."

<< Elizabeth >>

Only the strongest magic that any mortal shouldn't be able to use. It grants the
user the ability to mimic any attack that is shown but at the cost of little to
nothing. The cost of using such magic is...

<< Kazuma >>

Yea yea, spit it out we have to get moving soon but I don't wanna move out
without at least knowing how to use my own magic ability.

<< Elizabeth >>

The cost is the user's soul after copying an ability stronger than you. So over
time you slowly lose your soul and will eventually fall into the demon category.
I know we just met and all but promise me you won't do that and only use your
power to copy people at a minimum.

The hero nods his head in approval then looks at his hand and balls his hand
into a fist and points at the sky

<< Kazuma >>

Look out world, the strongest hero has step foot into the world and here to
save you all! But hey Elizabeth, I apologize for calling you useless lets start
over my name is Kazuma and i vow to protect you no matter what happens.



Elizabeth smiles in approval as they make their way through town they spot a
inn they could stay at for the time being.

< Mysterious Voice>>

Hey you with the peasant clothes and beautiful looking lady!

Both hero and goddess looks back as someone approaches them and the
hero then changes his expression to hmm how could I put this? Allow me to
make an example... Imagine you had a baby but the baby is always drooling
like a baby should and he wont stop staring at you well back to the story.

<< Sakura Ito >>

Hello, I am Sakura Ito, the head of this inn and wow are you a hero?

Sakura long pink hair with her eyes as green as a emerald and her clothes
makes her seem a little more attractive with a mini skirt and busty shirt with
the color of black to throw off her almost cheerful charm.

<< Kazuma >>

As a matter of fact I am, and what is the future queen of this inn doing outside
instead of inside to greet the customers.

<< Sakura >>

Well you see I actually have a favor of you to ask.

<< Kazuma >>

Yea go ahead I'm listening.



<< Sakura >>

Well you see... Can you die for me?


